
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wisconsin Eviction Moratorium Ended 

By Omar Shana 

On August 26th, 2021, the Supreme Court ruled to end the federal eviction moratorium, which prevented landlords from 

evicting tenants throughout the pandemic.  Since then, we have seen a 30.5% increase in evictions in La Crosse County 

in the last five weeks 1.  As other communities have effective systems in place to deter or delay the eviction for 

vulnerable tenants, the La Crosse area unfortunately has limited options.  

Nonetheless, there are ways to prevent or delay the act through services provided by our community. For instance, 

Couleecap is a local organization that offers rental assistance for families struggling to pay rent or other housing costs 

through WERA (Wisconsin Emergency Rental Assistance) 2. If qualified, families can receive up to 15 months of 
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assistance, giving adequate time for them to avoid eviction or 

seek another place to reside. Housing and Community Services 

Director of Couleecap, Kim Cable, notes “[the organization] 

provides a variety of assistance, based upon various eligibility 

requirements, to households who are in danger of eviction,” 

more information on how to apply can be found on their website. 

Another effective option that helps tenants tremendously is to 

receive legal counsel at an eviction trial. Nationwide, only about 

3% of tenants have an attorney, while 81% of landlords do 3. In addition, there is a clear indication that most tenants 

who have legal representation are almost always guaranteed to either avoid or delay their eviction 4, which in turn, can 

grant the tenant more time to find other housing options and create a plan on how to settle debt with landlords. 

However, expecting a tenant to pay for lawyers when they cannot afford their rent is unreasonable, and unfortunately, 

there are limited services that will abet a tenant in court for free or low costs in the La Crosse area. Regardless, there are 

still a few accessible online resources such as Tenant Resource Center 5, where they have relevant information and 

forms for tenants facing eviction such as an eviction notice response letter, how to handle debt collection, and knowing 

their rights in Wisconsin whenever an eviction is filed against them. 

With that said, La Crosse area still fundamentally lack resources to help those who are being evicted with many other 

counties in Wisconsin having a system in place to represent the 

evicted and ensure housing stability (e.g., Wisconsin Judicare 

covers 33 northern Wisconsin counties including Trempealeau 

County 6, Legal Action of Wisconsin has an Eviction Defense 

Project in only Milwaukee and Dane County 7, etc.), showcasing 

that there is more than can be done in the La Crosse area to 

protect people from being displaced from their homes. 

Additionally, those who are evicted in the La Crosse area 

struggle to find future housing because the vacancy rate in our 

community is low, and landlords easily select tenants who do not have eviction on their records.  

We call for our local representatives to investigate and implement an effective system to divert people from being 

evicted, whether it is having free mediation services available or 

informing tenants with clear and concise information on what 

steps to take when presented a notice. Especially since people 

facing eviction are primarily low-income individuals who are 

struggling with economic anxiety and cannot afford their time 

and money to figure out how to deter eviction, it is imperative to 

make the process much easier for them to follow.   
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